Changes in spatial tuning of the pattern electroretinogram with age.
Experimental and clinical studies have demonstrated that the electroretinogram in response to periodical patterns alternating in contrast at constant mean luminance (pattern reversal ERG, P-ERG), is correlated with ganglion cell activity. Senile functional changes of these neurons might be therefore investigated by the P-ERG technique. Steady-state P-ERGs (8 Hz) in response to sinusoidal gratings of different spatial frequencies (0.6-6.8 c/d) were recorded in normal subjects ranging over 50 year age span. The P-ERG amplitude as a function of stimulus spatial frequency shows a maximum between 1.2-1.7 c/d and attenuation at higher and lower spatial frequencies (spatial tuning). The P-ERGs of the older subjects are reduced in amplitute, as compared to those of the younger ones, over the whole range of spatial frequency. This reduction is more marked at intermediate spatial frequencies resulting in a shallower tuning.